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1. 2. 3.

1. fight, apologize

2. (1) come  (2) study 

C h a p t e r  1

Lifestyle & Hobby 

Round   1 p.9

l l

1.

2.

recently fight weekend

entrance exam selfish

mean apologize decision

situation respect

otherwise

Round 2 p.10

01

l l

change run for

make sure enough supplies

budget organize several

fundraiser confident

experience vote for

02

l l

1.

3.

cloth fashion accessory

goods mall quite

be different from ordinary

webcam video clip

introduce purpose show off

have fun hundreds of thousands of

even

A2 iNTO

1. 2. 3.
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1. 2. 3.

4. (1) harmful (2) mental (3) violent

A3

Final Round p.14

01

l l

3.

4.

studies prove helpful

certain mental skill follow

teamwork reduce stress 

even though harmful

violent be likely to

unhealthy few finally

hurt

02

l l

3.

society little mobile device

prefer slowly enjoyable

activity slow down benefit from

increase quality

take part in community activity

responsible citizen

Self-study p.18

Vocabulary Review

Grammar Review

A 1. (c) 2. (b) 3. (d) 4. (a)

B 1. prove 2. increase 3. argument    

4. recently

C 1. benefit 2. enough 3. confident   

4. prefer

A 1. fast 2. elderly 3. colorful

4. short

B 1. nervous 2. high 3. healthy 

4. friendly  

C 1. pretty 2. differently   

3. beautiful 4. fullykfullkbeautifully

kdifferentkprettily

1. 2. 3.

4. healthy workers can work happily
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1. 2. 3.

1. first impressions, clean and tidy

2. To make a good first impression, you should try
to look clean and tidy. And the best way to do
this is with a neat haircut.

3. neat haircut

C h a p t e r  2

Beauty & Fashion

Round   1 p.21

l l

1.

3.

impression judge

be based on build

within tidy neat

haircut messy lazy

on the other hand active

job interview

Round 2 p.22

01

l l

1.

complain height make an effort

grow make fun of wish

surprised

02

l l
fashion victim

fashion victim

Fashion victim

2.

victim item be in fashion

nerd nerd glasses

1. 2. 3.

A4 iNTO
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A5

old-fashioned latest

trend care about

whether go well with

go after look like

own critic worst

copy

Final Round p.26

01

l l

1.

2.

be interested in sense cannot stop

~ing afford

pay run out of

credit card amount debt

cancel bill get into trouble

02

l l

1. 

4.

teenage put on makeup

natural grow up material

product poisonous thin

take in hormone seriously

harm physical development

lead to disease cancer

advise

1. 2. 3.

4. (1) has run (2) has begun

1. 2. 3.

4. (1) dangerous materials (2) wear/put on makeup 
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1. tennis, badminton, volleyball

2.

C h a p t e r  3

Vacation

Self-study p.30

Vocabulary Review

Grammar Review

Round  1 p.33

l l

South Beach

South Beach

resort check out volleyball

tournament relax

several activity dining area

downtown feel free to

information reservation

Round 2 p.34

01

l l

A6 iNTO

1. 2. 3.

A 1. (d) 2. (a) 3. (b) 4. (c)

B 1. messy 2. latest 3. active    

4. poisonous

C 1. 2. 3. 4.

A 1. left 2. been 3. have enjoyed   

4. has known

B 1.

2.

3.

4.

C 1. dreamed 

2. spent    

3. worn

4. has not cut khas cut not

kwear

kspended

kdream
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A7

get off luggage lost

stolen report airport security

security guard find out hometown

besides common interest

enjoyable

02

l l

3.

excellent in addition nude

take off enter above all

mud vendor still

perfect full body tan

Final Round p.38

01

l l
Rock Mountain Park

3.

4.

join annual set up

snack entire barbeque

grill rib provide meat

lake meaningful sign up

02

l l

1.

1. 2. 3.

1. 2. 3.

4. (1) July 17 (2) Rock Mountain Park
(3) next Wednesday 

1. 2. 3.

4. I thought it might be boring.
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1. 2. 3.

1. (1) (2) 

2. (1) T (2) T (3) F 

C h a p t e r  4

Animals
temple at first educational

experience monk tourist

the right way ceremony

various meaning meditation

relaxing right before

chance favorite

Self-study p.42

Vocabulary Review

Grammar Review

Round  1 p.45

l l

ugly contest show off

skill dress up

do tricks audience winner

prize receive

Round 2 p.46

01

l l

dog.net

www.ugliest

A8 iNTO

A 1. (b) 2. (c) 3. (d) 4. (a)

B 1. annual 2. provide 3. information    

4. grill

C 1. report 2. luggage 3. reservation   

4. take off

A 1. may be 2. not swim 3. There may

4. get rotten

B 1. She may be able to join us in the trip.

2. This might not be the fastest way to get there.

3. There might be no available seat on the plane.

4. It may be difficult for him to travel the world.

C 1. enter

2. might be too   

3. be

4. I gokI am go

kbeen

kmight too

kentered
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A9

1. 2. (1) T  (2) T  (3) F  (4) F 3.

4. It is really rewarding to get a pet from pet
shelters.  

1. 2. 3.

4. remain in the enemy’s body

1.

communicator possible traffic

quit injury communication

decide training so far

mind

02

l l

1.

for instance dolphin half

brain stay awake

notice happen chameleon

pretty length tongue whole

move shoot out catch fly

lift times weight

Final Round p.50

01

l l

1.

pet puppy kitten

instead of why not get

shelter abandon according to

law fine fee loving

rewarding

02

l l

1. 2. 3.
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1. 2. 3.

1. six long and broad parts, hexagon  

2.

C h a p t e r  5

Science & Technology  

2. 

4.

porcupine active

plant violent toward

it seems step on sharp

quill enemy fall off

remain needle run away

remove in time

Self-study p.54

Vocabulary Review

Grammar Review

Round  1 p.57

l l

1.

snowflake cool down

affect temperature

especially exactly

microscope generally broad

hexagon center complex

Round   2 p.58

01

l l

A10 iNTO

A 1. (b) 2. (a) 3. (c) 4. (d)

B 1. according to 2. run away 3. dress up

4. Why not

C 1. 2. 3. 4.

A 1. 2. 3. 4.

B 1. It is not always fun .

2. It is very important .

3. It is difficult .

4. It is surprising 

. 

C 1. to play 2. is    

3. to walk 4. to visit  kvisitingkwalk

karekplay 

intelligent

to learn that rats are really

to understand your pet’s feelings

to keep your pet clean

to raise a puppy
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A11

2.

sausage product

touchscreen cellphone

have to do with glove

take off wrapper item jump

sales profit

02

l l

3.

actually optical illusion

confuse take a look soldier

height background horizontal

parallel circle view

Final Round p.62

01

l l

1.

3.

junk trash collect

countless mostly

below finance commercial

percentage so far vaccine

prevent

02

l l

1. 2. 3.

1. 2. 3.

4. (a) Finance(s)     (b) Health 

1. 2. 3.

4. (1) Remove  (2) Drop  (3) Put
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1. 2. 3.

1. (1) many Christian monks and saints  
(2) being extremely dirty  
(3) such things

2.

C h a p t e r  6

History
4.

blogger bottle boiled

match experiment shell light

go through narrow explain

pressure push

Self-study p.66

Vocabulary Review

Grammar Review

Round  1 p.69

l l

(St. Macarius of

Alexandria) (St. Antony)

(Silvia)

1.

monk saint imagine

extremely horrible swamp

beat harm spirit

endure

Round 2 p.70

01

l l

A12 iNTO

A 1. (c) 2. (a) 3. (d) 4. (b)

B 1. complex 2. height 3. profit    

4. exactly

C 1. affect 2. background 3. broad  

4. prevent

A 1. a CD to lend 2. to use 3. to ride

4. someone to help 

B 1. Bell was the first to make a telephone. 

2. She had no MP3 player to listen to. 

3. There is nothing to fix in the computer. 

4. I have an e-dictionary to use in England. 

C 1. sell

2. to work with 

3. to

4. practicekpracticing

kfor

kwith to work

ksold
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A13

(Calicut)

1.

3.

sailor fresh complain

hunger ill

get out of alive

pretend cure illness

fortunate welcome escape

successfully ruler

trade goods

hate

02

l l
(Empress Dowager Cixi)

(Emperor

Guangxu)

empress rule

frightening scared

emperor railroad traditional

law go against

find out take over

replace loyal bow

rest

Final Round p.74

01

l l

1. 

inventor rival genius

brilliant as a result develop

electricity create powerful

fail possible light

1. 2. 3.

1. 2. 3. (1) F  (2) F  (3) T  (4) T

4.
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02

l l

1.

4.

fly grow up base

realize person succeed

last palm flight

search

Self-study p.78

Vocabulary Review

Grammar Review

A14 iNTO

A 1. (d) 2. (c) 3. (a) 4. (b)

B 1. realize 2. go against 3. grow up    

4. get out

C 1. brilliant 2. trade 3. fortunate   

4. last

A 1. brave 2. surprising

3. sad 4. wise 

B 1. an old castle that is

2. bloody our history was

3. an amazing museum (it is) 

4. young the new king was

C 1. What

2. the king was

3. it was

4. horrible the war waskthe war was horrible

kwas it

kwas the king

kHow

1. 2. 3.

4. (1) Atlantic Ocean  (2) Succeeded         
(3) around the world
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1. 2. 3.

1. (1) anxious, worried   (2) encouraging, hopeful

C h a p t e r  7

Advice

A15

Round   1 p.81

l l
(A)

(B)

1.

advice problem feel like

secret quite open up

ask patient

regard

Round 2 p.82

01

l l

1.

challenging successful

unfortunately decision after all

in order to adult relationship

be based on trust honest

freedom break

take away patience

02

l l

1. 2. 3.
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1.

2.

bother trouble make friends

get mad at the other day

jeans tight fat

to one’s surprise upset instead

matter white lie

Final Round p.86

01

l l
(A) Help

(B)

Help

2. (A) (B)

4.

Help

move look like

get along normal

task brave get over step

community offer

multicultural counselor culture

recommend

02

l l

1. k

k

k

k

k

k

A16 iNTO

1. 2. 3.

4. They will strengthen the lessons that I learn in
class.

1. 2. 3.

4. (1) Korean         (2) counselors
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1. 2. 3.

1. (1) and     (2) but

C h a p t e r  8

Jobs & Business

A17

3. 

grade biology yet

disappointed score

spend time ~ing material

perhaps documentary

for one thing latest

strengthen do well on

certain pass

Self-study p.90

Vocabulary Review

Grammar Review

Round  1 p.93

l l
(A)

(B)

1. 

advertisement position experience

manager review resume

interview impressive

look for a great deal of

as well update

apply for

Round 2 p.94

01

l l
(A)

k

k

k

k

A 1. (c) 2. (a) 3. (d) 4. (b)

B 1. pass 2. counselor 3. strengthen    

4. normal

C 1. spend 2. surprise 3. get over   

4. take away

A 1. whom

2. which

3. who

4. whose

B 1. Joshua liked a girl whom I also liked.

2. They are the boys who broke the window.   

3. She bought an e-book which was very

expensive.   

4. I have a friend whose father is a counselor.

C 1. who 2. whom

3. which/that 4. whosekwhomkwho

kwhosekwhich
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(B)

1.

2.

suit expensive make money

simply rely on original

lose rule invest

trust investor encourage

reach crowd afraid

02

l l

1.

2.

pet exactly taste

whether flavor material

allow recipe train sense

uncommon make sure

quality for oneself

Final Round p.98

01

l l
(A)

(B)

2.

A18 iNTO

1. 2. 3.

4. (1) different abilities  (2) equal opportunities

1. 2. 3.
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A19

3.

4.

different certain as well

caring firefighter

accept fact ability

allow unfair equal

opportunity succeed

do one’s best

02

l l
(A)

(B)

(C)

2.

possible explain Filipino

harmony member as long as

positive go well

lose economy affect

level happiness depressed

case economic

Self-study p.102

Vocabulary Review

Grammar Review

(A):

(B):

1. 2. 3.

4. (1) harmony with family members   
(2) positive thinking

A 1. (b) 2. (c) 3. (a) 4. (d)

B 1. apply for 2. do my best 3. rely on

4. as long as

C 1. 2. 3. 4.

A 1. and 2. but 3. and 4. or

B 1. and 2. but 3. or 4. and

C 1. but 2. or   

3. and 4. butkandkbut

kandkor
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1. (3) (1)

2.

k

C h a p t e r  9

Interesting Stories 1. 2. 3.

Round   1 p.105

l l

1. (1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

2.

once upon a time mighty

take a nap pass by

beg amuse

protect catch hunter

net chew

Round 2 p.106

01

l l
(Lakota)

2. 

3.

myth bow powerful

decide stay all night

awake prove

fall asleep dawn ask

clever

02

l l

A20 iNTO

1. 2. 3.
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A21

(Red Devils)

2. 

figure legend bull

be famous for iron

unbreakable defeat

violent against mascot

supporter appear

Final Round p.110

01

l l

1. 

2.

4.

brilliant inventor order

maze complex finish

throw escape wing fly

drown melt take off

crash into

02

l l

1.

4.

1. 2. 3. 4. by myself

1. 2. 3.

4. (1) built  (2) locked  (3) escape  (4) died
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1. 2. 3.

1. It is unfair to treat people differently because of
their looks. 

2.

C h a p t e r  10

Hot Potatoes
human actually

unfortunately send

drive ~ crazy terrible

punishment labor describe

include hunt giant

legendary deer adventure

Self-study p.114

Vocabulary Review

Grammar Review

Round  1 p.117

l l

1.

beggar look shelter

wonder probably thousands of

maybe tend to

unattractive lazy foolish

good-looking overall unfair

treat differently

Round   2 p.118

01

l l

A22 iNTO

A 1. (a) 2. (b) 3. (d) 4. (c)

B 1. take a nap 2. crash into

3. drive, crazy 4. fall asleep

C 1. defeat 2. figure 3. include

4. melt

A 1. He 2. The little girl

3. Mike and Paul 4. My mom and I

B 1. herself 2. themselves

3. himself 4. yourself

C 1. themselves

2. himself   

3. themselves

4. yourselveskyourself

koneself

kitself

khimself
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A23

2.

age threaten economic

strength research surprising

percentage elderly

aged make up population

huge growth

02

l l

2.

3.

serve delicious disagree

out of for fun theater

bar peaceful crowded noise

loud

Final Round p.122

01

l l

1.

2.

3.

4.

trend mix volunteer

tour area be in need of

traveler unusual

at the same time chance

1. 2. 3.

1. 2. 3.

4. (1) travel  (2) help
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02

l l
(A)

(B)

DJ

3.

original musician artist

stealing musical instrument

totally clearly rapper

copy illegal

Self-study p.126

Vocabulary Review

Grammar Review

A24 iNTO

A 1. (c) 2. (a) 3. (b) 4. (d)

B 1. illegal 2. volunteer 3. unattractive

4. population

C 1. unusual 2. threaten 3. serve

4. elderly

A 1. he can 2. what 3. people helped

4. stop 

B 1. what their opinions are

2. what he looks like

3. where I can travel and work

4. why some artists use others’ ideas 

C 1. Koreans are 

2. the thief broke   

3. he could

4. what you saidkyou said what

kcould he 

kdid the thief break

kare Koreans

1. 2. 3.

4. I wonder why they don’t just write their own
music. 
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